TEXAS—May 30, 2006— UgmNetworks launched MacShadows.com today; the reincarnation of
UndergroundMac.com which was sold in late 2005. The new site, Mac Shadows, contains everything
UGM did and much more. It will continue to be the #1 portal for everything security and underground for
Macs, including an incredible knowledge base, and very active forums that contain everything from
support to active programming and networking challenges.
The MacShadows.com site will continue to serve the UndergroundMac community that was created on
April 12, 2002 by Spratt_ as a place to communicate with others, and help introduce people to Macs as
well as the underground and security community. In July of 2002, teamed with the founders of two other
great Mac sites, The Shared Forums (aka [TSF]) were created. This forum was an alliance that allowed all
three sites to pool their members into one large community. To this day, [TSF] is an ever-growing
collection of active members still pouring in from other sites as well as newcomers to the underground.
Over time UGM's inventory of programs, text files, tutorials, and active member contributions on the
forums peaked, pushing UGM into a commanding force in the Mac community. In February of 2004,
Vaccine, a prominent member of [TSF], opened a channel on IRC for the members of the site and forum
to be able to talk in real-time. #UGM has remained on UnderNet ever since and has provided both
information and a much-needed live social aspect to the site. Like a phoenix from the ashes, UGM has
now re-emerged with new downloads and the instant hit that is the MacShadows Knowledge Base
(MSKB). The MSKB is an active community wiki that contains an immense archive of tutorials and
resources, that anyone can edit, allowing knowledge that might ordinarily be lost in a sea of posts on the
forum, to marinate in the wealth of knowledge our users possess.

